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Introduction to Complex Analysis

Problem 1: Decide whether the function

h(x, y) = xy − x + y

is harmonic. If it is harmonic, find a harmonic conjugate. (20 points)

Problem 2: The Wirtinger derivatives defined in Problem 4 on Sheet 4 are also
denoted by
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(20 points)

Problem 3:

1. In a calculus textbook of your choice, look up what the chain rule for
a real-valued function of two real variables for the outer function states.
State it in a long form which makes clear at which points the outer and
the inner derivatives are evaluated. Cite the calculus textbook that you
use. (5 points)

2. Suppose that f : D → C and g : E → C are real differentiable functions
defined in domains D and E in the complex plane. If f(D) ⊂ E, deduce
from the first part that we have

(g ◦ f)z(z) = gw(f(z))fz(z) + gw̄(f(z))f̄z(z)

for the Wirtinger derivatives defined in Problem 4 on Sheet 4, where the
complex conjugate of a function is defined as f̄(z) := f(z). (20 points)

3. Similarly, show that (g ◦ f)z̄(z) = gw(f(z))fz̄(z) + gw̄(f(z))f̄z̄(z).
(10 points)



Problem 4: Suppose that

w(t) = u(t) + iv(t) and W (t) = U(t) + iV (t)

are two complex-valued function of a real variable t ∈ (a, b).

1. Prove the product rule

(wW )′(t) = w′(t)W (t) + w(t)W ′(t)

(22 points)

2. Explain how the product rule can be used to derive Equation (3) on pa-
ge 112 in Section 36 of the textbook. (3 points)

Due date: Tuesday, October 23, 2018. Write your solution on letter-sized paper,
and write your name on your solution. Write down all necessary computations in
full detail, and explain your computations in English, using complete sentences.
Prove every assertion that you make in full detail. It is not necessary to copy
down the problems again or to submit this sheet with your solution.


